Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) has become more prevalent in the last decade. It is considered to be the major reason for the morbidity and mortality around the world \[[@CR1]\]. Efforts have been made for better understanding of the causes and progression of CVD for early diagnosis of the risk of CVD. Especially, the atherosclerotic plaque leads to the reduction of artery lumen volume and the hardening of the vessel wall that would limit the blood supply. Insufficient blood supply is corresponding to the ischemia syndrome like dizziness and angina pectoris \[[@CR2]\]. Moreover, about 70% of myocardial infarctions and sudden coronary deaths are the result of thrombosis from plaque rupture \[[@CR3]\]. Early evaluation of plaque vulnerability is an effective way to screen the risk of these fatal events. Risk assessment of carotid atherosclerotic plaques is performed by evaluating the degree of luminal stenosis through imaging modalities including intra-vascular ultrasound (IVUS), Ultra-Sound Echo-Color-Doppler (US-ECD), magnetic resonance angiography(MRA), or computed tomography angiography(CTA) \[[@CR4]\]. In addition, flow motion had been examined by means of medical imaging \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\], providing non-invasive assessment of hemodynamics over the plaque. But imaging-based assessment of vulnerable plaque tends to underestimate the risk of significant clinical events since the plaque vulnerability is not only depending on the morphology and distribution but also the composition of the plaque \[[@CR7]\]. Therefore, the mechanical characteristics of plaque rupture have been studied by a number of experimental and numerical works \[[@CR8]--[@CR13]\].

Blood pressure is a well-known screening factor of CVD \[[@CR14]\]. Realistic BP constantly varies during the cycle and fluctuates through beats \[[@CR15]\]. A 3-year follow-up study conducted by Dirk, et al. concluded that high daytime systolic BP variability (over 15 mmHg) would increase the risk of early atherosclerosis development \[[@CR16]\]. Iwata, et al. \[[@CR17]\] had also come up with the similar conclusion from the follow-up study that day-by-day BP variability was associated with complex plaque in patient with severe aortic stenosis. Another followed-up study conducted by Nagai, et al. \[[@CR18]\] reported that SBP fluctuations present a significant correlation with high risk CVD in the elderly that can serve as an indicator for carotid artery atherosclerosis. Meanwhile, heart rate had little to do with the variation in delta systolic blood pressure \[[@CR19]\]. On the other hand, previous computational mechanical analyses had provided a strong correlation between blood flow/pressure and stress distribution over the plaque \[[@CR10], [@CR20]--[@CR23]\]. Li, et al. \[[@CR24]\] studied on how the structural factors (the thin fibrous cap, luminal stenotic degree, etc.) affect the stress distribution in the plaque. Tang, et al. \[[@CR20]\] had included the atherosclerotic plaque volume, cap thickness, material properties, stenosis severity, asymmetry, etc. to analyze the combined effect to the plaque vulnerability. The flow patterns also significantly contribute to the plaque vulnerability. According to the literatures \[[@CR25]--[@CR27]\], the boundary conditions of inlet and outlet were either set with pulsatile pressure to analyze the effect from the maximum pressure drops, or pulsatile pressure inflow with constant pressure outflow to analyze the geometric effects. It was obvious that the magnitude of stresses varies with the BP variability, but further study of the effect caused by the varying ΔP was not examined yet.

In the present study, we will explore the influence of BP pattern on the plaque. We analyzed the effect of the maximum magnitude of SBP using computational mechanical analysis with one geometric model and pulsatile pressure input and output are implemented. The thickness of the fibrous cap is also taken account of. In addition, the effect of BP variability during the systole and diastole is compared, and beat-to-beat BP variability is included for the throughout understanding.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Geometric models {#Sec3}
----------------

The geometry of the stenosed artery model is provided in Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. It represents the cross-section of the carotid artery along the long axis where a solitary eccentric atherosclerotic plaque is sited. The shape of the plaque is modeled using the sinusoidal functions according to the previous study \[[@CR24]\]:Figure 1**The ideal carotid artery model with plaque structure, the plaque structure is composed of fibrous cap and lipid core.**

where **a** and **a**~**throat**~ represent the radius of the lumen and the radius of the throat of the stenosis, respectively. **d** is the thickness of the fibrous cap. To simplify the ideal plaque model, the fibrous cap thickness is assumed homogeneously covering the lipid core. The stenosis severity defined as S equals to the ratio between height of the plaque and diameter of the healthy vessel \[[@CR27]\]:

The same stenosis severity S equals to 62.5% is applied to all cases. The lumen radius of the model is **4 mm** and the plaque length is 20 mm for all cases.

The length of artery model is 100 mm. The plaque structure is set up 32 mm away from the inlet boundary which is necessary to the establishment of the laminar flow condition, 48 mm from the outlet boundary that which is considered sufficient for the establishment of flow recirculation at downstream of the stenosis \[[@CR28]\].

Fibrous cap thickness has been proved as a critical geometric characteristic for the vulnerability assessment of the plaque \[[@CR29]--[@CR31]\]. Three groups with different d values are studied separately (d = 0.2 mm, 0.5 mm, 1 mm).

Numerical implementation {#Sec4}
------------------------

For the fluid part, the blood flow is assumed incompressible, laminar and Newtonian in the model. The governing equation for the simulation of blood flow uses incompressible Navier--Stokes equations with arbitrary Lagrangian--Eulerian (ALE) transformation \[[@CR32]\]. This equation is suitable for the problems with fluid--structure interactions and frequent mesh adjustments. No-slip boundary is assumed at the vessel wall. The inflow is implemented with the pulsatile pressure waveform generated according to the experimental data from the literature \[[@CR33]\].

where, ρ, is the density, u is the blood flow velocity, p is the pressure, and *μ* is the blood viscosity. F is body force, which is set to be NULL in our problem. V represents mesh velocity depicting the coupled fluid--structure interface interactions. The values of *ρ* and *μ* were taken to be 1050 kg/m^3^ and 0.0034N ⋅ s/m^2^, respectively \[[@CR23]\].

For the plaque components, the fibrous cap and the lipid core are assumed to be hyper-elastic material and described by the Mooney-Rivlin model. The strain energy function was given as follows,

where *C*~*i*~ are model parameters, and *κ* is the bulk modulus. **I**~1~ and **I**~2~ are the strain invariants, **τ** is the right Cauchy Green deformation tensor \[[@CR34]\]. In this study, the values are from the literature \[[@CR16]\], for the fibrous cap: **C**~10~ = 9200 Pa, **C**~01~ = 0, bulk modulus **κ** = 3000 MPa, density **ρ** = ; for the lipid core: **C**~10~ = 500 Pa, **C**~01~ = 0, bulk modulus **κ** = 200 MPa, density **ρ** = 900 kg/m^3^.

Since the pressure variation effects to the plaque is the key concern in this study, several inflow pressure waveforms had been generated to investigate the variation effect to the plaque by modifying the maximum SBP value \[[@CR32]\]. Two sets were included: inter-comparison and chain comparison. For inter-comparison set, 4 comparing cases were generated. Maximum SBP increased by 5 mmHg in all groups of the inflow pressure waveform. For the chain-comparison set, another 4 comparing cases were generated; the pressure waveform was similar to that of the inter-comparison set in each case for the first cycle followed by the second cycle of which the maximum SBP was the same. The interval of 5 mmHg and the maximum difference of 20 mmHg were used according to the report from Sander et al. \[[@CR16]\] as the pressure variation (below or above 15 mmHg) presented significant impact to the progression of atherosclerosis plaque. The outflow pressure waveforms were assumed the same in all cases. The pressure waveforms are illustrated in Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. In combination of the sets of input boundary conditions and groups of geometric variations in the fibrous cap thickness, 24 simulations in total were performed in this study (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).Figure 2**The pressure waveforms for the inter-comparison set (left) and chain-comparison set (right) with four cases in each set.**

###### 

**This study including two sets, with 4 cases in each set and 3 groups in each case**

  Sets               Group of thickness (Unit: mm)   d = 0.2    d = 0.5    d = 1                            
  ------------------ ------------------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------
  Inter-comparison   Case1_1                         ^△^P =5    ^△^P =5    ^△^P =5                          
  Case2_1            ^△^P =10                        ^△^P =10   ^△^P =10                                    
  Case3_1            ^△^P =15                        ^△^P =15   ^△^P =15                                    
  Case4_1            ^△^P =20                        ^△^P =20   ^△^P =20                                    
  Chain-comparison   Case1_2                         ^△^P =5    ^△^P =5    ^△^P =5    ^△^P =5    ^△^P =5    ^△^P =5
  Case2_2            ^△^P =10                        ^△^P =5    ^△^P =10   ^△^P =5    ^△^P =10   ^△^P =5    
  Case3_2            ^△^P =15                        ^△^P =5    ^△^P =15   ^△^P =5    ^△^P =15   ^△^P =5    
                     Case4_2                         ^△^P =20   ^△^P =5    ^△^P =20   ^△^P =5    ^△^P =20   ^△^P =5

The coupled fluid--structure interaction simulation in our study was solved by commercial finite-element software COMSOL that has been used and validated by previous studies \[[@CR22], [@CR24], [@CR35]\]. It is appropriate for simulating the coupled physical processes described via partial differential equations. Detail of the modeling code and theoretical information can be found in the Modeling Guide (Comsol Multiphysics).

Results {#Sec5}
=======

The present study is to investigate how the varying continuous BP and **△**P effect on the stress distribution and hemodynamic in the stenotic artery, wall shear stress (WSS), shear stress (SS) and the von Mises stress (VMS) were analyzed. To clarify the WSS vector deflection from blood flow predominant direction, the oscillation shear index (OSI) was calculated \[[@CR36]\]:

As the increase of the maximum SBP, being the engine applied to the blood flow increases. As a result, there were changes in the fluid dynamic and stress environment. The flow velocity and the stress distribution in the vessel of 62.5% stenosis are illustrated in Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Disturbance of the flow was found around the stenosis. Recirculation zone was generated along the vessel wall with the plaque and flow separation appeared along the healthy side. The flow field of the recirculation areas became more complex in larger SBP condition, and the recovery of the flow appeared to be extended further away from the stenosis. Stress and strain distribution mainly concentrated on the upstream wall of the plaque close to the border between the plaque and the healthy vessel wall. Time average WSS (TAWSS) under increasing ^△^P shared the similar distribution pattern along the walls with the increasing magnitude accordingly. Along the healthy side of the wall, the area of high OSI was larger in the cases with the highest and lowest ^△^P than that in the cases with ^△^P in between. In the contrary, the complexity of the OSI distribution along the plaque side wall was similar in all cases, but a larger area of high OSI can be found with increasing ^△^P.Figure 3**Stress/strain distribution and the flow distribution of 4 cases in the inter-comparison set (left column from the top to bottom in the sequence of Case 1 to Case 4, the horizontal axis indicates vessel length and the perpendicular axis indicates vessel diameter, unit is mm.** The left color bar indicates velocity magnitude, unit is m/s and the right one indicates stress magnitude, unit is Pa.) OSI of upper wall shows oscillation at distal downstream with low WSS according to the TAWSS distribution, and excessive oscillation is found in the immediate downstream with low shear in all cases.

Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the effect of varied ^△^P to the maximum flow velocity profile and the maximum stress/strain magnitudes. The magnitude curves share the similar pattern of the pressure waveforms. Maximum flow velocity varied under different maximum ^△^P as well as the stress/strain in the fibrous cap and the lipid core. It was observed that the increase of maximum ^△^P led to monotonicity ascending in the velocity and the stress/strain. The maximum velocity increased by 82.8% (Case 2), 157.8% (Case 3) and 247.7% (Case 4) compare to Case 1, respectively. The VMS increased by 216.1% (Case 2), 515.7% (Case 3) and 875.8% (Case 4) compare to the Case 1, respectively. Displacement of the plaque was minor, but it did contribute to the difference in the maximum velocity under high SBP. The difference between groups is showed in Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 4**Variation of the parameters during the cycle showed similar pattern to the pressure waveform in each case.** No significant difference of pattern is found among groups.Figure 5**Maximum value of parameter of groups are illustrated.** Thin fibrous cap significantly magnified the effect of the varied pressure to the stress distribution but the limited displacements of the plaque lead to the slight increments in the value of maximum velocity.

Effect of different ^**Δ**^P {#Sec6}
----------------------------

For the inter-comparison set, we introduce two phases into the inflow pressure waveform, the phases I indicates the period of pressure ascending from last diastolic pressure to the peak systolic pressure, the phase II indicates the period of pressure descending from the second peak pressure value (the dicrotic pulse) to the end diastolic pressure. The ^△^P values were selected by finding the same ^△^P value in both phases so that the stress and velocity were affected only by different pressure changing rate. We noticed that, magnitudes of stresses were higher in the phase I, while the magnitudes of velocities were generally larger in phase II except it was almost even in the cases with the thin fibrous cap (0.2) and high P. Detail values are illustrated in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.Table 2**Detail data of the results show differences in the parameters under the same** ^**Δ**^ **P**^Δ^ P (mmHg)Velocity (m/s)SS (kPa)von Mises stress (kPa)1 mmPhase IPhase IIPhase IPhase IIPhase IPhase II17.591.5991.6291.351.2872.7722.70812.751.2331.2990.86120.8351.7151.7198.30.85520.94460.45420.45150.87650.90740.44680.53310.15190.14940.28680.2944**Group a. The thickness of the fibrous cap equals to 1 mm**^Δ^ **P (mmHg)Velocity (m/s)SS (kPa)von Mises stress (kPa)0.5 mmPhase IPhase IIPhase IPhase IIPhase IPhase II**17.591.6461.6741.8421.6313.1992.88412.751.2621.3411.1261.0861.9721.9068.30.86230.94960.59070.58591.0301.02340.44820.53610.19690.19510.34240.3396**Group b. The thickness of the fibrous cap equals to 0.5 mm**^Δ^ **P (mmHg)Velocity (m/s)SS (kPa)von Mises stress (kPa)0.2 mmPhase IPhase IIPhase IPhase IIPhase IPhase II**17.591.6721.6713.2862.9845.7025.17912.751.2761.3421.9791.8533.4403.2228.30.86550.95220.9890.9411.7231.67140.44810.53680.3240.30550.5660.5342**Group c. The thickness of the fibrous cap equals to 0.2 mm**(a, b and c indicate different groups, respectively).

Chain-reacting superimposing effect of different ^Δ^P {#Sec7}
-----------------------------------------------------

The pressure is fluctuating throughout the day and so does the blood flow. The fluctuation is normally placed, but the variation could lead to unexpected clinical events. There was no significant difference in flow distribution and the stress/strain on the plaque between the first cycles in the chain-comparison set and the value of the inter-comparison set. For the second cycle, the waveform pattern matched well in all cases compare to the Case 1. Still, minor difference can be found in the maximum values during the second cycle (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). However, the maximum flow rate reduced by 48.95% (Case2), 69.14% (Case 3) and 73.58% (Case 4) in association with the pressure drops, respectively. The declining flow rate is a direct indication of blood supply reduction.Table 3**Detail results of the second cycle show minor difference in the parameters**^Δ^ P (mmHg)Max velocity (m/s)Max SS (kPa)Max VMS (kPa)0.20.510.20.510.20.5150.56990.56930.56750.38510.23920.18250.67280.4160.3514100.56950.56880.56710.38480.23860.18230.67220.41510.3512150.56910.56860.56530.38240.23840.18080.6680.41460.3491200.56970.56730.5670.38250.23690.1820.66830.41210.3512

Discussion {#Sec8}
==========

The pressure variations and the hemodynamic characteristics of the blood flow field contribute to the localization and the progression of atherosclerosis in the vessel. Besides the absolute BP value, clinical trials had indicated that BP variability was accounted partly for the outcomes of adverse cardiovascular consequences \[[@CR37]\]. For better understanding of the biomechanical environment induced by the varied pressure, we simulated hemodynamics in an artery model with stenosis under the condition of pulsatile pressure, and the physiological parameters of specific pressure drops are analyzed. By comparing the hemodynamic distribution and the structural parameters, we had quantified the impact from BP variability to the vessel with a narrowed lumen, providing the comprehensive analyses of the potential risk of damage. Previous studies showed that the cap thickness acted as one primary factor for the stress distribution in the plaque \[[@CR29], [@CR38]--[@CR40]\]. The results of our work also showed consistency to the conclusion. Variety pressure drops effect on the stress distribution in the plaque can be seen from the literatures \[[@CR27], [@CR41]\]. However, we provide a further investigation to the effect of the variety ^△^P during one cycle and the ^△^P over a couple cycles on the stress/strain distribution on the plaque. The results of our study showed that the varied pressure could result in different impact at the same ^△^P.

As it is shown in Figures [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, the maximum magnitude of the velocity and the stress is highly related to the ^△^P, which is the direct response to the driving force from the pressure drops. The thinner fibrous cap also contributed to the increase of stress magnitude and it was more significant under higher ^△^P. The pressure waveform used in this study consisted of three parts. The phase I and phase II as have been mentioned before, and the phase of the dicrotic pulse. The dicrotic pulse is believed to be the result of the vessel compliance. The lumen volume expands during the systole of the cardiac cycle reserving extract volume of blood, and then the volume of blood is re-ejected to the peripheral during the diastole of the cardiac cycle causing the second peak in the BP/velocity waveform. Compliance of the vessel is one important cardiovascular risk factor, and is usually measured by ultrasound as a pressure (carotid artery) and volume (outflow into the aorta) relationship \[[@CR42]\]. When the ^△^P is lower (5 mmHg to 15 mmHg), the dicrotic phase can be found in the physiology parameter waveforms contributed to the plateau of the post-systolic period, and the significant difference contributed to the second peak magnitude after the systolic pulse at high ^△^P (20 mmHg). This finding could imply the measurement of blood flow velocity in stenotic artery by ultrasound devices can still provide, not rigorously, information about whether the elasticity of the central artery has been compromised due to pathological issues. Clinical statistics reported that the identifying of atherosclerosis in the carotid artery showed a correlation to the pathological changing in the central arteries \[[@CR43]--[@CR46]\]. Our results also implied that the measurement from peripheral hardening vessel segment for the evaluation to the vessel condition in the central can rely on the velocity waveform under the condition of high pressure (For example, after exercise), besides the morphology and intima-median thickness (IMT) of the vessel wall.

Stress and strain of the plaque are obviously influenced by ^△^P, the increasing trend of the magnitudes in Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} is suggesting that increasing ^△^P could induce greater impact at the plaque. On the other hand, stress in the plaque was larger in the systolic period than that during diastole under the same ^△^P. We figured the reason for this phenomenon is laid on the pressure gradient as the slope was greater at systole than that at diastole.

Wall shear stress at the vessel wall acts as an important role in the remodeling of the intima. In Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, higher ^△^P resulted in higher velocity at the throat as well as at the immediate downstream. However, viscosity, a physiological characteristic of blood, contributed to the flow separation phenomena at the downstream. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} presents the time average WSS (TAWSS) distribution during the cycle under variety ^△^P. The lengths of the low and oscillate WSS zones (\<1.5 Pa (15 dyne/cm^2^) \[[@CR47]\]) were similar at the lower wall under different ^△^P according to the OSI distributions, except when ^△^P was at 5 mmHg that low WSS could be found along the whole vessel wall. Additionally, the vertex region along the upper wall under higher ^△^P was found extended towards to the lower vessel wall. Atherosclerosis is not a stable disease, multiple factors will contribute to the progression of the plaque, but initiation is mainly due to pathological changes of endothelial cell caused by the WSS changes that initiating lesion on the intima \[[@CR48]--[@CR51]\]. Our result could imply that the varied pressure is not only positively correlated to the enlargement of plaque burden of original plaque, but also the initiation of the new lesion at the downstream which leads to the finding of complicated plaque distribution in clinical examinations. Especially, when the ^△^P is higher, substances in the blood were more likely to recirculate to the low WSS region, potentially increase the risk of plaque growth.

In this study, we quantified the stress/strain variation under variety ^△^P condition numerically. However, the pressure variation is different from person to person, time to time. Limitations of this study mainly come down to two aspects: the patient specific image-base geometry and the real time physiological parameters measuring. The geometry of the vessel and atherosclerotic plaque were ideal, for better accuracy, image-base geometry and vessel wall components could be adopted into the model. The pressure waveform used in this study is based on the previous works, yet, in the purpose of evaluating plaque progression, the analysis should rely on the real-time patient specific data because the realistic blood flow field is involving complicated interactions of multiple parameters. Vessel wall is assumed rigid in this study. Material properties of the plaque components are based on the literatures, and the nature of elasticity of the tissue would alter the actual stress/strain distribution over the plaque.

Conclusion {#Sec9}
==========

In this study, with the use of computer simulation tool, we presented an extended analysis of the pressure variation impact on the vulnerability of the atherosclerosis plaque. With the advancing technique in the ultrasound imaging, we believe that far more information can be achieved through the clinical practice. Therefore, the 2-dimentional image-based CVD risk assessment is still valuable. We calculated the stress/strain variation and the blood flow field distribution in idealized 2-dimentional models. The results showed that high pressure drop not only increased the plaque vulnerability, but also creating a pathological WSS environment for the further growth of the plaque on the healthy side of the vessel wall. The plaque cap thickness could amplify the impact from the pressure variation. Although the beat-to-beat BP variability did not present a dramatic impact to the stability of the plaque instantly in this study, there is a considerable accumulation in the long run which is consistence to the chronic nature of the progression of atherosclerosis. In general, our study had presented the potential of further information achieved from pressure variation for risk assessment of CVD. For more accurate evaluation of plaque vulnerability, further study will be conducted to address the limitation mentioned above.
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